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Abstract. This letter gives a short proof that the number of figure eights weakly embed- 
dable in a lattice is at leastst comparable to, and may be much larger than, the number of 
polygons, when the number of edges in the graph is sufficiently large. 

Some years ago we investigated the numbers of figure eights, weakly embeddable in the 
square lattice, using exact enumeration and Monte Carlo methods (Whittington and 
Valleau 1970). We suggested, on the basis &these d t s ,  that when the graphs have a 
sdkitmdy k q c  number of edges the number of figure eights would be at least 
comparable to, and might be enormously larger than, the number of polygons. The 
purpose of this Ietter is to  present some rigorous results which support this. 

We consider the square lattice f a r c o n v e n k  though it is easy to extend the results 
to other Let (mj0 be the number of (undirected, unrooted) polygons, per site of 
the quare lattice, with m edges which are weakly embeddable in this lattice. Similarly, 
let (m, n)a be the number of figure eights with m edges $1 one circuit and n edges in the 
other. The total number of figure eights wih m edges will be 

Since (Whit'tington and Valleau 1970) 

(m, n)a 2 (m)o(nb (2) 

(mh * t ( *n  - 4, 4)8 2 (m - 4), (3) 

wel0;btaia a h e r b m a d  by g a single term in the summation 

since (4)b = 1 on this lattice. To obtain an upper k n d  we note that (Whittington and 
Vdhu k970, Hammersley 1961) 

(% mles ndn$d(m)o (4) 

(m)dm)lJ z s  (n + m)o (5 )  
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Now the number of polygons (m)o  obeys the limit (Hammersley 1961) 

Iim m-' In (m)o  = In p 
m +m 

(7) 

where p is the effective coordination number of the lattice. The results (3) and (6) show 
that the same limit is obeyed by the number of figure eights, 

There is good numerical evidence (Martin et a1 1967) that 

(m)o-  m P p m  

(m)E - m"EL 

p s c u s p + 3 .  

and (3), (6) and (9) imply that 

with 

In two dimensions the best numerical estimate of p would then give 

(12) 5 -2Sa Si. 

Thus, for large numbers of edges, the number of figure eights is at least comparable to, 
and may well be much larger than, the number of polygons. 

In fact the upper bound can be improved by comparing the numbers of figure eights 
and simple chains (Whittington et a1 1975). If a pair of collinear edges meeting at the 
articulation point of the figure eight are deleted the resulting graph is a simple chain. 
Moreover, each figure eight gives a distinct simple chain by this construction so that 

(m)E (m - 2)C. (13) 

(14) ( m ) c - m  p 

--;sa Sf (15) 

Since it appears that, in two dimensions (Martin et a1 1967) 
1/3 m 

we have 

in two dimensions. 
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